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Surface and guided wave polariton modes of 
magnetoplasma effective films in the Voigt geometry 
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D e p m e n t ~  of Physics, University of Essen, Colchester CO4 3SQ. UK 
D e p m e n t  of Physics, Al-Fatah University, Post Box 13450, Tripoli, Libya 

Received 1 May 1995, in final form 6 June 1995 

Abstract. A theoretical discuss,ion of the retarded elecuo&gnetic modes of an effective 
magnetoplasma film is described. The effective film is chamcterized by an effective dielenric 
tensor, and we deal with the Voigt configumtion (propagation masverse to the applied magnetic 
field) for both a symmetric and m asymmetric film. The numerical results show that~for 
a symmetric effective film, dispersion curyes for both surface modes and guided waves are 
recipmcal. o(+k)  = o(-k), but the field profiles are different for +k and -k. The dispersion 
cumes for the asymmetric effective film are non-reciprocal, and the field profiles are different. 
Numerical illumations are given for a GaAdAIAs superlattice. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years there has been considerable interest in the excitations of superlattice structures 
consisting of thin alternating layers of material. In particular it was realized by Raj and 
Tilley (1985) that, for the description of the electromagnetic modes of these structures 
(polaritons), the free space wavelength h is much greater than the superlattice period D. 

The same results were obtained by Agranovich and Kravtsov (1985), using the standard 
boundary conditions that require the continuity of the tangential components of the electric 
field E and the normal components of the displacement vector D. The far-infrared 
properties of doped semiconductor superlattices in the presence of a magnetic field BO 
(Oliveros ef al 1993, Elmzughi et al 1995) show a number of features additional to those 
found in the absence of a field (Dumelow et a1 1993). The propagation of surface waves is 
non-reciprocal (Camley 1987). which means that the frequency changes when the direction 
of travel is reversed. Non-reciprocity is a consequence of the non-zero off-diagonal elements 
in the effective dielectric tensor proportional to Bo. 

In this paper we discuss the surface and guided wave polariton modes that propagate in 
a magnetoplasma effective thin film. A substantial accnunt of magnetoplasma thin films has 
already been given by Knshwaha and Halevi (1987a,b, 1988). In these papers the authors 
dealt with the Faraday geometry (BO in the plane of the film along the propagation), the 
Voigt geometry (BO in the plane and perpendicular to the direction of propagation), and the 
perpendicular geometry (Bo normal to the surface of the film). Further work dealt with the 
interaction between the~magnetoplasma polaritons and the optic phonons in the substrate 
(Knshwaha and Halevi 1987~). A full discussion of surface and guided wave modes for 
one- and two-component magnetoplasmas has already been given by Elmzughi and Tilley 
(1994) in the Voigt geometry. . .  
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In this paper we give, for the first time, a general theory of electromagnetic modes in 
an anisotropic magnetoplasma dielectric effective film, for both surface and guided wave 
modes in the Voigt geometry. It should be pointed out that in the absence of an applied 
magnetic field the behaviour of the effective medium is uniaxial, with the normal to the 
layers as the uniaxis (Dumelow and Tilley 1993, Dumelow et nl 1993). 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the bulk dispersion 
equation is derived since it defines the regions in the frequency-wavevector plane in 
which surface and guided waves can exist. Therefore we present a brief derivation of the 
bulk dispersion relation. Surface polariton modes propagate on the interface between the 
magnetoplasma and vacuum, in the frequency intervals that form stop bands for the bulk 
modes. In an effective film, surface-like modes propagate in the same windows defined 
by the intervals of the stop bands for the bulk modes. For this reason section 2 also 
contains a discussion of the surface modes of a semi-infinite effective medium superlattice. 
The dispersion equations for the effective film are derived in section 3, with descriptions 
of both surface-like and guided modes. Their properties are investigated numerically in 
section 4 (symmetric film), and section 5 (asymmetric film). The conclusions are presented 
in section 6. 

For numerical illustration we use parameters for the GaAsIAlAs system which are 
tabulated by Adachi (1985). 

2. Bulk and surface modes 

In a semi-infinite medium magnetoplasma polariton modes have been discussed in the non- 
retarded limit by a number of authors (e.g., Pakhomov and Stepanov (1967), Abdel-Shahid 
and Pakhomov (1970), and Chin and Q u h  (1972)). In the retarded limit magnetoplasma 
modes have been investigated by, e.g., Bnon et al (1973). Wallis et a1 (1974). Boardman 
et al (1977) and Aers et al (1978). In this section we consider the analogous situation for 
a semi-infinite effective medium. 

Y 
Y t ,  
t 

I L Bo 

Figure 1. Schematic diagrams and choices of the axes for Voigt propagation: 
(b) effective film on subsirate. 

(a) surface; 

We employ the geometry shown in figure. I@) where the effective medium fills the 
half space y c 0, with the surfaces of the films parallel to the x-z plane. We restrict our 
attention to the Voigt geometry, with the magnetic field BO along the z axis. The effective 
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dielectric tensor is given by (Agranovich 1991, Oliveros et ul 1993, Elmzughi et a1 1995) 

where 

E1 = f& f fbEZb - fa fb(E; f  -EZb)' / ( faE8 -!- fbE:) 

E2 = E y E ? / ( f a E !  + f b E : )  (2b) 
(24  b 

E3 = f o E ;  f fbE3 

and 

ET = (f&Ef + f b & i E f ) / ( f a E 8  f fbE?) (W 
where fG = (a /D)  and f6 = (b /D)  are the volume fractions occupied by layers a and 
6,  with D (= a + b) the superlattice period. Here in the presence of a magnetic field BO 
along the z axis, the dielectric tensor E#(@)  (or = a or b) of each layer takes off-diagonal 
form (Boardman and Parker 1975), which can be derived from an extension of the classical 
Drude (Boardman 1982, Cottam and Tiley 1989) model and therefore has the form 

where 

and 

&; =&:(I - 0f/w2). (44  

In the above, the cyclotron frequency is 0," = eBo/m:, and plasma frequency O: = 
n,eZ/&o&m:. Here n, and m: are the density and effective mass of the carriers. For 
simplicity we omit the optic phonon contributions; this is satisfactory as long as O; and of 
are not close to the phonon resonances (Reststmhl region). 

We consider p-polarized surface waves propagating perpendicular to an applied magnetic 
field. The previous derivation shows the bulk mode propagation transverse to BO with 
wavevector k = (k, ky, 0) (here we put k, = k )  follows from the wave equation and the 
mode frequencies satisfy (Oliveros et a1 1993) 

(5) 

where EV = (&*E$ - & $ ) / E 2  is the Voigt permittivity, and 4; = o Z / c 2 .  The frequency 
dependence of the real part of E" for various cases is illustrated by Oliveros et al (1993). 

For surface modes, we consider next the interface between the magnetoplasma and 
the region with frequency-independent dielectric constant E,,, ( y  > 0 in figure l(a)). The 
bulk polariton dispersion relation in this medium can also be derived from Maxwell's wave 
equation, viz. 

= kZ - 4 0 2 ~ ~ .  (6) 

~ ~ 

8' = -k: = ( ( E i / & z ) k 2  - 4&) 
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The surface polariton is localized at the interface, so that in both media b, and p must be 
real. Clearly, for this condition to hold, (5) and (6) lead to the inequalities 

k2 z &E,,, (7) 
k2 > q:&vEz/E1. (8) 

The conditions that the tangential components of E and the normal components of D should 
be continuous at the interface lead to the dispersion relation (Oliveros et ul 1993) 

Bcm f B m W  - Em(Q/Edk 0. (9) 
In (9) one can note that the third term is linear in k, so the dispersion graph w ( k )  is non- 
reciprocal, w ( k )  # w(-k) (see e.g., Camley 1987). As mentioned before, (7) and (8) define 
the regions of the w-k plane in which the surface mode may exist. For illustration we 
consider only a vacuum interface (E, = 1) in all that follows. Equation (7) requires that k 
lies to the right of the vacuum light line. 
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kclop k C P P  
Figure 2. Dispersion relation curves o versus k for buL (shaded E@ON) and surface (solid 
lines) for a GAS (doped)/A1As (undoped) effective medium superlanice with (a) f. = 1. 
(b) .fa = 0.8, (c) f. = 0.5, and (4 I. = 0.2. 

Bulk and surface polariton dispersion curves calculated from (5) and (9) are shown in 
figure 2 for a GaAs (doped)/AIAs (undoped) superlattice. These are presented as graphs of 
w/wp against kclw,,. Since the abscissa in figure 2 is k ,  (5) defines the continuum 

(10) 
throughout which bulk modes can propagate with appropriate values of ky.  The number of 
bulk continuum regions (shaded areas in the graphs) is governed by the number of poles 
of (EIEZ - E+)/EI; this means k + CO on the positive side of the poles and there is no 

k2 x q&1&z - &+)/Et 



_. 
0 0.20.40.60.8 1 1.21.41.61.8 0.20.40.60.8 1 1.21.41.61.8 2 

Figure 3. Dispersion relation curyes o versus k for bulk (shaded regions) and surface (solid 
lines) for a GaAs (doped)/AlAs (unaoped) effective medium symmeuic film with d = 15 am. 
and o/o, = 0.5: (U)  fa = 1. (b) fa = 0.8, (e) fa = 0.5, (d) fn = 0.2. 

Figure 4. The field profiles for +k (solid line) and -k (dashed line) surface modes of the 
symmetric magnetoplasma effenive film for d = 15 pm. These a e  drawn for the point 
kclop = 1.45, o/op = 1.18 marked on the upper real s"if3ce mode curve in figure 3(b). 

solution for k on the negative side of the poles. Figure 2(u) illushates the case of fa = 1 
(bulk GaAs), where there ace two bulk regions. When fa I: 1 the number of poles of 
( & l a  - &;)/&I increases, with a corresponding increase in the number of bulk regions; 
as depicted in figure 2(b)-(d). It is noted that the width of bulk regions in these c w e s  
increases as fa decreases. The stop bands of the bulk modes are the surface windows. 
There ace two windows in each part of figure 2 and, where the fraction fa changes, these 
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< 0.; 1 
3 0.6 

0.20.40.60.8 1 1.21.41.61.8 ~0.20~40.60.8 1 1.21.41.61.8 2 

Figure 5. Guided wave dispersion curyes o versus k for an effective symmetric film with 
the same parameters as in figure 3. d = 15 pm: ( U )  & = 1. (6) fa = 0.8, (c) fa = 0.5, 
( d )  f = 0.2. 

windows decrease as well. The designations + or - correspond to +k or -k respectively. 
The non-reciprocity, that is the difference in frequency between the +k and -k modes, is 
clearly seen in figure 2. For each case two surface models are predicted. One is real with 
an electrostatic limit (k -+ w), and the other is 'virtual', terminating at a finite value of k 
in the bulk continuum. 

3. Effective film modes 

We consider the geometry shown in figure I@). An effective magnetoplasma film is 
sandwiched between two dielectric media, the substrate characterized by dielectric constant 
ts and a capping layer having dielectric constant E,. For surface modes, Maxwell's 
equations are to be solved together with the electromagnetic boundary conditions at each 
interface. In this section we conceninte on the case of p-polarization. It is noteworthy that 
an s-polarized wave would lead to 8' = kz - q&. We write the field distributions in the 
three media in the form 

H = (0,O. HmZ) exp(B,y) Y > O  (11) 
H = (O,O, expcBy) + (O,O, H d exp(-By) 0 > Y -d (12) 

where exp(i(kx - ut)) is an implicit common factor in (11)-(13). Here the inverse 
penetration length p,, is given by a relation similar to (6). By employing the Maxwell 
equation V x H = -aD/at the elechic fields in the three regions can be obtained. To 

H = (O,O, Hsz) exp(-B,y) - d > y  (13) 
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W y r e  6. Permittivities E ,  (equation (20)) versus o (solid lines) and ~2 (equation (’26)) versus o 
(dashed lines) with the same parameters as in figwe 2: (a) f. = 0.8, (b) fa = 0.5, (c) fa = 0.2. 

obtain the surface polariton dispersion relation requires the matching of electromagnetic 
boundary conditions at each interface, namely continuity of the tangential components of 
electric and magnetic field E, and Hz. Using Maxwell’s curl equations, one can express E, 
in terms of I f z .  Then the boundary conditions at both interfaces yield four homogeneous 
equations for the four coefficients H,, HI<, Ha, and Hsz; the solvability condition yields 
after some algebra, the dispersion equation 

[(EzSvBm - Emg+)/(Ez&v& - &mg-)le-Bd = [(EzEvPs - Esg+)/(&z&vfi.? - W-)leBd ( 1 4 4  

which reduces to 

( !%%(Ei&z - E:) - kET(&%Em - bm.%.r) -t q Z E m E s )  tanh(Pd) + h ( h n  -I- /%Er) = 0 (14b) 

where g, ~= isTk i &Z,5 and q2 = k2 - q&. Equations (14) above constitute the main 
analytical results of the work. (14a) apart from the first term on the left-hand side, 
agrees with the expression for the.non-effective film. When fa = 1, (146) reduces to the 
corresponding results of Kushwaha and Halevi (1987b) and Elmzughi and Tilley (1994). It 
is worth pointing out that the dispersion relation (14) reduces to (9) when d + 00, and 
for d = 0 yields the dispersion relation for surface polaritons propagating at the interface 
between two semi-infinite isotropic media (e.g. see Cottam and Tilley (1989)). 

Depending upon position in the ( k ,  w )  plane, ,5 can be either pure imaginary (guided 
waves) or real (surface waves). In the electrostatic limit k >> 40, the decay constants reduce 
t o & , = @ , y = q = k a n d  

P = (&1/Ez)l”k. (15) 
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Figure 7. Guided wave dispersion c w e s  U versus k for an effeaive symmetric film with 
d = IO w n  The other p m e t e n  are as given in figure 3. (a) f" = 1, (b) fa = 0.8. 
(c) f. = 0.5. (d) fa = 02. 

Equation (14) then reduces to 

( E I E Z  - + E , & ,  -&=(E,, ,  - E $ ) )  tanh((&1/&z)'l2kd) + ( E I & z ) ' / ~ ( E ,  + E ~ )  = 0. (16) 
It follows from (15) and (16) that E I  and E Z  must both have the same sign in order to have 
modes in the electrostatic limit. We analyse (16) in the following two cases. 

(i) kd >> 1. The hyperbolic tangent in (16) tends to unity, hence (16) reduces to 

( E I E Z ) ' ~ ~  + E T  + E ,  = 0 
(E1E2)"' - ET f &, = 0 

(for + k) 
(for - k). 

Equations (17) and (IS) show that there are two solutions corresponding to k + i o 0  
for each of the interfaces in the electrostatic limit. (17) and (IS) for fa = 1 reduce to 
equations (19) in the paper by Kushwaha and Halevi (1987b). Also (17) and (18) in the 
same limit together with d + CO reproduce exactly the results previously obtained by 
Pakhomov and Stepanov (1967). 

(ii) kd <( 1. Assuming that (&I/EZ)'/'kd <( 1, then (16) yields an explicit solution for 
k 

k = -(l/d)Ez(Em + E ~ ) / ( & I E Z  +&,E, - E :  - ET(E,  - E ~ ) ) .  (19) 
This result holds for very thin films. 

For the symmetric configuration, when E,,, and are both equal to, say, E ,  (14a) divides 
into solutions in which the tangential components of the elechic field (Ez) are either even 
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  

0 0.20.40.60.8 1 1.21.41.61.8 0 0.20.40.60.8 1 1.21.41.61.8 2 

Figure 8. Dispersion relation curves o versGs k for bulk (shaded regions) and surface (solid 
lines) for a GaAs (doped)/AIAs (undoped) effective medium asymmetric film with d = 15 p n  
and o/o8 = 0.5. The bounding media have E, = 1 and E,, = 1.3. The light lines k = ojc  
and k = E,:/’o/c are shown. The guided windows are shaded: 4-k propagation, (a) fa = 1, (b) 
f. = 0.8, (c) f. = 0.5. (d) fn = 0.2. . 

or odd about the cenke of the film, with the two dispersion equations 

( f l , ~ ~ ) ’  + @E)’ - ((EET/Ez)k)’ = --2EEyfl,fltanh(fld) (odd) (20) 
(flmEv)’ + @El2 - ((EEr/Ez)k)* = -%Eyfl,flCOth(fld) (even). (21) 

~ ~ 

As d + 00, the hyperbolic functions in (20) and (21) tend to unity, and both equations 
are asymptotically the same as the dispersion relation for the single interface mode (9) with 
E = 1. 

4. Symmetric films 

We start by discussing the bulk and surface-type modes of symmetric effective films where 
(20) and (21) hold ( f l  real). Surface mode windows are the stop bands of the bulk modes 
(5). Since k appears only as k2 in (20) and (21), the surface modes exhibit reciprocal 
propagation. The reason, as discussed by Elmzughi and lilley (1994), can be seen hy 
considering the vectors n,,, x BO and n, x BO where nm is the normal to the upper surface 
of the film and n, is the normal to the lower surface of the film, these being in opposite 
directions. Therefore the surface-type modes that propagate in the k x  direction have fk 
on the vacuudfilm interface, but i k  on the substrate/film interface. The detailed form of 
the solution depends on the value of the film thichess d. When d --f 03, the hyperbolic 
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0 0.20.40.60.8 1 1.21.41.61.8 0 0.20.40.60.8 1 1.21.41.61.8 2 

k C P P  kCI"P 
Figure 9. Dispersion relation e w e s  w versus k for bulk (shaded regions) and surface (solid 
lines) for a GaAs (doped)/AIAs (undoped) effective medium asymmetric film with d = 15 @m 
and w/wp = 0.5. The bounding media have E,,, = 1 and er = 1.3. The light lines k = w / c  

and k = c,!'2m/c are shown. The guided windows are shaded; -k propagation. (a) f = I ,  (b)  
fe = 0.8, (c) fe = 0.5, (d )  fa = 0.2. 

functions in (20) and (21) tend to unity and both equations read 

(!LEV +BE)' - ((m/&)' = 0 (22) 

which is the same as (9). When fa = 1, (22) reduces to equation (21) of Elmzughi and 
Tilley (1994), and if E = 1, (22) is just the product of the +k and -k forms of (9). Therefore 
in thin films (20) and (21) describe the plus and minus surface-type modes on the top and 
bottom film surfaces. The dispersion curves of the surface modes for a 15 pm symmetric 
effective film made, e.g. from 1500 layers of GaAsIAlAs, with superlattice period 100 A, 
are shown in figure 3. These curves are seen to be similar to those for a single interface 
(figure 2). Here we have not marked the surface modes as + and - modes, because both 
modes are found with either fk. All upper modes in each window in figure 3 are virtual, 
while the lower ones are real surface modes as in figure 2. All the surface modes start at 
their low-frequency end on the vacuum light lime w = ck. 

Although the dispersion curves are reciprocal, the localization of the modes is not. This 
can be seen from the field profiles for the surface-type modes. It is convenient to represent 
the field profile by evaluating Re(E,/E,,), in other words, the real part of the ratio of the 
parallel electric field in the effective medium (Ex)  to that in the capping layer (Emx). These 
components of fields can be determined from (11) and (12). When w and k are known (11) 
and (12) can be solved for the ratios EIJE,, and therefore the field profile can 
be determined. An example is illustrated in figure 4 for the +k and -k modes at the point 
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. ,  1.61 , , , I I I I ,., ,v 1 1  4 I I 4 I I t,,.j,p j 

__---- _ _ _---- ---:----j 
I :I 

0 0.20.40.60.8 I 1.21.41.61.8 0 0.20.40.60.5( 1 r 1.2 ~~ 

Figore 10. Guided wave dispersion curves w VQSUS k for an effedve asy"&c  fiim with 
d = 15 pm. The other p m e t e r s  are the same as in figure 7. (a) fa = 1, (b) f" = 0.8, (c) 
,fa = 0.5, (d) fa = 0.2. 

marked x in figure 3(b). In figure 4, in agreement with the above arguments, the +k mode 
is localized at y = -d/2 whilst the -k mode is localized at y = +d/2. 

The shaded areas in figure 3, which are the same as in figure 2. are bulk continua. 
These are the guided wave windows. The guided wave modes of the symmetric effective 
films are the solutions of (20) and (21) with f l  pure imaginary. They exist in the windows 
defined by (7) together with 

(23) n k < &vEz/Ei. 

For @e same reason as for the surface modes, the guided mode dispersion relations are 
reciprocal but the field profiles are not. The numerical results for the guided modes are 
illustrated in figure 5 for the same symmehic films as in figure 3. For the case of fa = 1 
(bulk GaAs), figure 5(a),  the guided modes appear in all guided wave windows, but when 
fa < 1 the guided modes appear only in the two,upper guided windows, and do not exist in 
the lower windows. The reason can be seen from figure 6,  which shows the pemittivities 
E ,  and €2 against frequency for the values of fa in figure 5(b t (d ) .  In these c w e s  81 is 
negative in the frequency ranges of the lower guided windows. In these ranges ,¶ does not 
satisfy the guided wave condition. The spacing of the guided type modes depends on the 
values of the volume fractions fd and fb; when fa < 1 (doped layer) the dispersion curves 
are more widely spaced, as can be seen in figure 5. Also the spacing of the guided-type 
modes depends on the value of the film thickness d ,  and the dispersion curves are more 
widely spaced for small d. This can be seen in figure 7 for d = 10 pm in comparison with 
figure 5 for d = 15 pm, which shows the characteristic wider spacing of the curves for the 
thinner film. 
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5. Asymmetric 6 l m s  

The asymmetric film is a film on a substrate, and thii case occurs more frequently in practice. 
Some differences accrue in the dispersion curves compared with the symmetric case. We 
return to the general dispersion equation (14), and consider E, # E , ~ ;  the dispersion is 
consequently non-reciprocal. As seen in figure 4 for the symmetric effective films, although 
the propagation is reciprocal, the field profiles are different for +k and -k. A second 
property is that in the asymmetric effective film the modes no longer have a definite parity 
about the midpoint of the film. 

The bulk and surface-type modes for the asymmetric effective film are illustrated in 
figure 8 for the case of +k propagation, where real surface modes appear in all surface 
windows. Virtual surface modes also appear in the upper surface windows as shown in 
figure S(u)-(c) for the case fa > 0.5. Figure 9 shows the case of -k propagation for the 
same films as in figure 8. The non-reciprocity can be seen in the comparison between these 
two figures. It is also seen that the introduction of a substrate ( E ~  # E . ~ )  removes the virmal 
modes for +k propagation. One can note in asymmetric films the surface modes start at 
their low-frequency end on the light line of substrate o = &.:'ck. 

The guided wave modes for the same effective films are illustrated in figure 10 for the 
case of +k. Examination of the data files for +k and -k shows that the propagation is 
non-reciprocal but the differences are too small to show clearly on the graphs. 

6. ConcIusion 

We have applied the theory of the effective medium to discuss retarded electromagnetic 
modes of an effective superlattice film, with graphical results shown for the GaAs 
(doped)/AlAs (undoped) system. In order to focus on features that are specifically related 
to the magnetic field we have omitted Reststrahl dispersion from the underlying dielectric 
constant. 

We have given a full account for the surface and guided wave polariton modes of 
a magnetoplasma effective film for the first time. The main new results are the surface 
polariton dispersion equations (14) and curves for the Voigt configuration, sections 3-5, 
compared with the magnetoplasma film (Ehnzughi and Tilley 1994). In the effective films 
one of the guided-type modes does not appear in some of the guided windows. This can 
be understood from the response of the dielectric tensor to the electromagnetic waves. 

The most obvious technique to investigate the magnetoplasma modes discussed here 
is attenuated total reflection (Am). Expressions for ATR reflectivity could be derived and 
computed without undue difficulty from the effective dielectric tensor under the considered 
geometry. Substantial information about the dielectric tensor itself can be obtained by 
means of simpler techniques, for example oblique incidence reflectivity (Dumelow et nl 
1993). Here again, the relevant expressions could be derived in a straightforward way. 
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